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moved, must have varied. At some points it may have

receded much faster than at present, at others much

slower, and it would be scarcely possible to decide whe

ther its average progress has been more or less rapid

than now.

Unfortunately our historical evidence of the former

condition of the cataract is meagre and scanty in the

extreme. Sixty years ago, the whole district between

Lakes Erie and Ontario was a wilderness in which the

Indian hunter chased the bear and the buffitlo. When

at Boston, my attention was called by Mr. Ingraham to

a work translated from the original French of Father

Hennepin, a missionary who gave a description of the

grand cataract and a plate of it, as it appeared in the

year 1678. It is not wonderful that coming suddenly

upon the Falls which no European traveller had ever

seen before, he should have believed them to be twice

their real height. "Betwixt the lakes Ontario and

Erie," he says, "there is a vast and prodigious cadence

of water, which falls after an astonishing manner, inso

much that the universe does not afford its parallel. A

to the waters of Italy and Swecleland, they are but

sorry patterns of it, and this wonderful downfall is com

pounded of two great falls, with an isle in the middle,

and there is another cascade less than the other two

which fails from west to east. I wished a hundred

times that somebody had been with us, who could have

described the wonders of this frightful fall. In the

mean time, accept the following draught such as it

is."-From his plate it appears that this third cascade

was produced by what he terms "the elbow" caused by
the projection of the table rock, which must then have

been more prominent than now.
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